ABSTRACT
Crowdfunding has gained widespread attention in recent years. Despite the huge success of crowdfunding platforms, the percentage of projects that succeed in achieving their desired goal amount is less than 50%. Moreover, many of these crowdfunding platforms follow “all-or-nothing” policy which means the pledged amount is collected only if the goal is reached within a certain predefined time duration. Hence, estimating the probability of success for a project is one of the most important research challenges in the crowdfunding domain. To predict the project success, there is a need for new prediction models that can potentially combine the power of both classification (which incorporate both successful and failed projects) and regression (for estimating the time for success). We propose a novel formulation for the project success prediction and develop a censored regression approach where one can perform regression in the presence of partial information. We rigorously evaluate the proposed models and compare them with various other censored regression models on crowdfunding data and show that the logistic and log-logistic distributions are a natural choice for learning from such data. We perform various experiments using comprehensive data of 18K Kickstarter (a popular crowdfunding platform) projects and 116K tweets collected from Twitter. We show that the models that take complete advantage of both the successful and failed projects during the training phase will perform significantly better at predicting the success of future projects compared to the ones using only the successful projects. We provide a rigorous evaluation on many feature sets and show that adding few temporal features that are obtained at the project’s early stages can dramatically improve the performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Crowdfunding has emerged as “the next big thing” in entrepreneurial financing. It aims at providing the seed capital for many start-up companies, creating job opportunities and reviving lost business ventures. Crowdfunding websites helped companies and individuals worldwide raise $89 million from the public in 2010 and explosively grown to $5.1 billion in 2013. The concept of crowdfunding is similar to micro-financing where the required funds are collected by pooling relatively small amounts of money from several individuals instead of a single venture capitalist. Over the past few years, crowdfunding platforms have raised several billion dollars worldwide, thereby becoming a viable alternative for people seeking the help of banks, brokers, and other financial intermediaries to jump-start their business ventures.

In spite of the tremendous success in crowdfunding, most of the current crowdfunding platforms suffer from a relatively low project success rate (usually below 50%). Even small amounts of improvement in the projects’ success can bring potentially millions of dollars in overall revenue for the creators. This can potentially lead to better innovation and provide more job opportunities since most of these projects will not receive any funding from other sources at such early stages of product development.

Project success is an extremely vital component of crowdfunding which, if correctly estimated, can provide some guideline to the project creators and backers about the progress and potential of the project. In addition, this information can guide future algorithms to recommend projects that are more likely to succeed for the backers. In other words, having a good prediction model can aid the individuals in investing in projects that are more likely to succeed in the future. Since many of the crowdfunding domains follow an “all-or-nothing” policy (which means the pledged money is collected only if the goal amount is reached in a certain predefined duration), it becomes annoying to the users who invest in the projects that eventually do not succeed because if the investors fund projects that eventually fail, then it will waste their time (with no returns) and increase the “Opportunity Cost”.

However, merely estimating whether a project will be successful or not using its corresponding goal date cannot provide a proper guideline to the backers who want to invest in popular projects. To illustrate the weakness of the classifi-
In this paper, we will demonstrate that using the failed projects in the prediction model can provide significantly better results compared to the model that will only use successful projects for training. It should be noted that standard regression models suffer from two problems when applied on this data. Since time can only be a positive number, the model should output only positive values. In addition, the model should accommodate the failed projects for which there is only partial information available. This problem is relatively new to the data mining community. Incorporating both successful and failed projects can be done only in the context of the classification model and accurately estimating the time of success can be performed using the regression component. To effectively solve this problem, we need to combine the power of both of the above mentioned components and this is precisely what will be addressed in this paper.

The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:

- Show that the models that take complete advantage of both successful and failed projects during the training phase will perform significantly better at predicting the success of future projects compared to the ones using only the successful project information.
- Show that the logistic and log-logistic distributions are a natural choice for fitting the parametric models for crowdfunding (Kickstarter) data and rigorously evaluate and compare the proposed work with various other censored regression models available in the literature.
- Evaluate the most optimal set of features that need to be extracted from the real crowdfunding domain (Kickstarter dataset) for predicting the project success.
- Demonstrate that adding few temporal features that are obtained after the project starts (at the beginning stages such as first 3 days) can dramatically improve the prediction performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: An illustration to demonstrate the complexity of the prediction problem in the crowdfunding domain. It consists of 3 successful projects (2,3,6) and 3 failed projects (1,4,5).

Due to the dynamic nature of the projects and the fact that the data contains information about both success and failed projects, it becomes non-trivial to build a prediction model for this crowdfunding data. Especially, the presence of both successful and failed projects in the training data along with the time information presents a complex environment for the prediction task. For the projects that are successful, the true value of the time taken for achieving success is exactly known. However, for the failed projects, the only information available is the amount they received until the project goal date and there will be no information about when those projects can receive the entire goal amount (become successful). To demonstrate the complexity of the problem, figure 1 provides a sample of 6 projects out of which 3 are successful and 3 are failed. The X-axis represents the project duration in days. The projects with complete solid lines (1,4, and 5) correspond to the failed projects. The remaining projects (2,3, and 6) are successful since they achieved the project goal amount within the goal date (which is marked by 'X' in the figure).

Standard regression and ranking models ignore the data about failed projects since the failed ones do not have the information about the actual success date. Hence, these standard regression approaches can only consider the successful projects (for which the number of days to achieve success is known and is a positive integer value). However, the failed projects carry important piece of information that they are not successful until a certain time point (project goal date). This information is vital and ignoring such information will reduce the model performance. Hence, in this crowdfunding domain, there is a need for regression or ranking models that can potentially combine the information of both successful and failed projects. In spite of the importance of the problem, this area of research is relatively unexplored in the data mining and machine learning communities.

In this paper, we will demonstrate that adding few temporal features that are obtained after the project starts (at the beginning stages such as first 3 days) can dramatically improve the prediction performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides the related work in crowdfunding and prediction problems. The Kickstarter dataset and the formal definition of the prediction problem are described in Section 3, and the proposed methodology is given in Section 4. A detailed discussion of the experimental results is provided in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes our discussion.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Crowdfunding and Kickstarter

Since crowdfunding is still an emerging platform, most works in this domain are relatively new. The most popular form of crowdfunding is the reward-based, where the individuals fund a project in exchange for reward types. Kickstarter has become one of the most popular reward-based crowdfunding platforms. Raising a whopping $529 million in pledged amount and 22,252 successfully funded projects, the year 2014 was extremely successful for projects in the Kickstarter domain. Kickstarter terms the investors as backers, and the founders of a project as creators. The creators project their ideas by posting a detailed description about their projects. Usually, the description contains videos, images and textual information that explains the novelty of the project. In addition to this, the creators provide a detailed timeline, funding goal, and the rewards for different pledge levels. Even though the progress of the Kickstarter domain has been outstanding, the success rate of projects has not been very impressive. Recent statistics report a success rate of less than 50%. Being relatively new, very few studies have explored this domain from a data mining perspective [1, 30, 11].

In [20], the authors examine the dynamics of the Kickstarter domain. To understand the factors that motivate users to invest in crowdfunding projects, [13] and [17] perform a real-world analysis on crowdfunding platforms. The work in [22] delineates the impact of social network on Kickstarter projects. In their work, the authors leverage social network based features such as: promotional activity in Twitter, effect of weakly connected components, network diameter, triadic closures, etc. to predict the number of backers and funding amount that will be accrued by a project. The authors of [8] propose a Maximum-entropy distribution model and show the impact of team behaviors in the Kiva.org domain. There were also some prior efforts in exploring the effects of the internet on micro-financing, and peer-to-peer lending transactions [5, 3]. Studies on microfinance decision-making have discovered that lenders favor lending opportunities not only to the entities that are similar to themselves but also to individuals in situations that trigger an emotional reaction [2, 12]. While the domain is interesting and can potentially bring huge financial impact, it is surprising to see that most of the computational techniques proposed are relatively naïve. To solve the problem described in the previous section, we need to have more sophisticated approaches that can provide more insightful information about the prediction of project success.

2.2 Background on Prediction Methods

Before describing the work related to our proposed solution, we will first highlight the drawbacks of the standard classification and regression models for solving the success prediction problem stated previously.

- Modeling crowdfunding data poses a new challenge in terms of incorporating the projects where we know the success date and the projects where we have only partial information that they did not succeed until a certain project goal date. Such projects are termed as censored ones. In traditional regression/classification setting, these projects are simply treated as missing data and they do not contribute any information unless one makes quite stringent assumptions followed by heavy computation (e.g. multiple imputation). However, using censored regression models, a natural likelihood function is constructed using the partial information.

- In regression problems, the outcome variable is continuous and will be any real number, while time by it’s very nature will strictly be non-negative. The standard machine learning methods such as linear and logistic regression cannot be used to predict survival times. This is due to the fact that one cannot enforce linear and logistic regression algorithms to predict non-negative outcomes. The censored regression models can inherently handle this non-negative constraint and build models that predict only non-negative outcome variables.

It is clear from the above discussion that the censored regression models have some critical advantages compared to standard regression/classification. Albeit it is not to be seen as a competitor to the standard regression analysis, rather, such censored models are applicable to more specialized and complex modeling scenarios, namely, modeling Time-to-Event data. In this paper, we consider the event of interest to be the project success and the goal is to predict when a project can potentially become successful compared to the other ones that are available. Hence, in such problems, one will have complete information about the events for successful projects only. The failed projects will not have the event occurred and will be observed only until the project goal date. The critical difference between our formulation and the standard regression approaches is the fact that our work incorporates both successful and failed projects simultaneously as opposed to using only the successful projects as done in regression based formulations.

We will now introduce more details about the censored regression models that will be used in this paper. They mainly contain two components: (i) Time-to-event, i.e. time taken for a specific event of interest (project success) to occur and (ii) Censoring, i.e. partial information of projects where success did not occur. The form of censoring that is seen in our problem is the right censoring where the survival time is known to be longer than a certain value but its precise value is unknown. Additionally, there are also features that one needs to relate with time to explain time-to-event phenomenon (such as project success time). Such models test for differences in success times for two or more projects of interest, while allowing to adjust for the project features. More recently, few problems in computational advertising have been effectively tackled using such survival models [7]. In order to model the censored data, some of these approaches use an approximation of the likelihood function called the partial log likelihood, to train the survival model [9, 23].
3. DATASET AND PROBLEM

3.1 Dataset Description

(i) Data sources: For our experiments, we collected data from three different sources namely: Kickstarter, Twitter and Facebook. Our dataset was prepared using a two step approach. First, we obtained the Kickstarter projects and removed irrelevant projects. Second, we used these filtered set of projects to fetch their promotional activities from Twitter and Facebook. We describe this process in detail in this section.

Kickstarter Database: We obtained six months of Kickstarter data from kickspy.\(^1\) Our dataset spans from 12/15/13 to 06/15/14, which consists of 27,270 projects. We removed projects that were canceled or suspended as well as those with less than one backer and $100 as pledged amount. In this manner, we obtained 18,093 projects.

Table 1: Basic statistics of our Kickstarter data consisting of 18,093 projects collected from Dec 2013 - Jun 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>StdDev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goal Amt</td>
<td>26,531.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100,000,000</td>
<td>758,366.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pledged Amt</td>
<td>11,023.6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>6,224,955</td>
<td>78,550.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration(days)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Promotions from Twitter: Social media sites such as Twitter and Facebook are often used as a means to promote Kickstarter projects. Researchers have shown that such promotional activities have a very strong impact on the success of Kickstarter projects [26, 22]. Therefore, in this paper, we built our database by retrieving tweets that contain the term http://kck.st in their URL field.\(^2\) By expanding these short URLs, we eliminated tweets that did not map to our project database. Using this method, we obtained 106,738 unique tweets, which covered 55% of our projects. The remaining 45% were never promoted using Twitter.

Promotions from Facebook: Since Facebook does not allow us to fetch the data using their API, we simply scraped the following information from the Kickstarter website: number of Facebook shares for a project, and Facebook friends of creators.

(ii) Features extracted: The various kinds of features extracted are as follows:

Project based features: We extracted 15 different features for every project in our database. The numerical features includes the duration of project, the goal amount, the number of images, the presence of videos and the number of comments about the project. The duration of a project ranges anywhere between 15-60 days with an average of 30 days and the comments in Kickstarter are posted by those who are interested in the status of the ongoing projects; for every project, we count the number of comments posted by these users. The textual features such as project description, risks and challenges and FAQs were converted into numerical values by counting the number of words in the respective feature. The categorical feature for a project is based on the topic of the project and it’s geo-location. Kickstarter classifies the topical category of a project into 15 different groups such as art, comics, music, technology, publishing etc. For a detailed description of these features, the readers are encouraged to go through [1, 26, 22].

Features from the project creators: This includes the number of projects created, projects backed by the creator, success ratio of the creator, and features obtained from creator’s facebook profile (7 features).

Social network features (obtained from Twitter): These are network-based measures that were created using Twitter users who promoted the projects in our database. The features include tie-strength between the promoters of projects, number of bi-connected components, and the PageRank scores of Twitter users who promoted the projects in the first three days of the project duration (3 features). The details about the creation of these features can be found in our recent work [26].

Temporal features: The accumulation over the first three days in terms of the number of backers, the funding amount, the number of Twitter promotions and the number of Facebook shares (12 features).

(iii) Distribution of Projects: The maximum time period a project can last is 60 days. In other words, the creator can choose anywhere between 1 and 60 days for the project duration. In this crowdfunding problem, for each project, its starting day is considered to be the first day of our study time scale; thus, in the study time scale, the maximum value of the actual observed successful or failed day is 60. Figure 2 shows the overall statistics of all the 18,093 Kickstarter projects where the X-axis is the actual number of observed days and Y-axis is the logarithm (base 10) of the number of projects. We can observe that the successes and failures of projects occur at every possible day, and a relatively large amount of project creators choose 30 days as their project duration.

![Figure 2](image-url)  
Figure 2: Distribution of the successful (in blue) and failed projects (in red) during the 60 days time window.

3.2 Problem Formulation

We formulate the problem of estimating project success and ranking in crowdfunding as a censored regression and build robust regression models that can simultaneously leverage both successful and failed projects. Censored regression is one of the most important methods in the field of statistics [19, 25] which aims at modeling the time to a particu-
lar event of interest (project success in our case). In such longitudinal studies, the observation starts from a certain starting time point and will continue until the occurrence of project success or the project goal date is reached (in which case the project success is not observed). This notion of having only partial information available about the project behaviour is also known as censoring [19]. Given the historical database of successful and failed projects, the goal here is to estimate the time taken for the project success for a new project and recommend the project based on the result of our prediction. The problem can be formulated as follows:

**Problem Statement:**

For the $i^{th}$ project let us consider its predefined project duration to be $U_i$, and it takes $T_i$ days to reach the project goal amount. It should be noted that $T_i$ is a latent value for failed projects because it did not reach its goal amount during the predefined project duration. Each project can be represented by a triplet $(X_i, y_i, \delta_i)$, where $X_i$ is a $1 \times m$ project feature vector, and $\delta_i$ is the project failure indicator ($\delta_i = 1$ for a successful project and $\delta_i = 0$ for a failed project). The observed time $y_i$ for a project is then defined as follows:

$$y_i = \begin{cases} T_i & \text{if project is successful} \ (\delta_i = 1) \\ U_i & \text{if project is failed} \ (\delta_i = 0) \end{cases}$$

The final goal here is to estimate $T_j$ for a new ($j^{th}$) project whose feature descriptors are represented by $X_j$. It should be noted that $T_j$ will be a non-negative continuous value in this case.

## 4. PROPOSED CENSORED REGRESSION FOR ESTIMATING PROJECT SUCCESS

### 4.1 Notations and Definitions

Let us first introduce some important concepts and probability functions which will aid in understanding and solving the prediction problem in the crowdfunding domain. The function $S(t) = \Pr(T \geq t)$, where $T$ is the project success time, represents the probability that the project does not succeed after $t$ days from the project start date (we call it as unsuccessful probability). Note that the unsuccessful probability is not the failed probability because the project can become successful after time $t$.

In contrast to this, $F(t) = 1 - S(t)$ is the cumulative successful probability which represents the probability that the project achieved its goal amount within $t$ days. The success density function $f(t)$ is defined as $f(t) = \frac{dF(t)}{dt} = \frac{F(t+\Delta t) - F(t)}{\Delta t}$, where $\Delta t \to 0$ is a short time interval, represents the probability that a project achieves its goal amount at $t$ days.

To describe the characteristics of the Kickstarter data, both unsuccessful probability and the density function are needed.

Let us consider a set of $N$ projects out of which there are $c$ failed projects and $(N-c)$ successful projects. As described earlier, the $j^{th}$ project is represented by $(X_j, y_j, \delta_j)$. For convenience, we use the general notation $b = (b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_p)$ to represent a set of parameters and assume that the project success times follow a theoretical distribution with the unsuccessful probability function $S(t, b)$ and density function $f(t, b)$.

If a project $j$ is failed, then it is not possible to obtain the actual number of days needed to achieve its goal; however, it will be known that the project does not reach its goal amount until the last day of the predefined project duration $U_j$, so $S(U_j, b)$ should be a probability value that is close to 1. On the contrary, if project $j$ is a successful project which is success at $T_j$, then $f(T_j, b)$ should be a high probability.

### 4.2 Objective Function

Using these notation, we can now use $\prod_{\delta_j=1} f(y_j, b)$ to represent the joint probability of $(N-c)$ successful projects and $\prod_{\delta_j=0} S(y_j, b)$ to represent the joint probability of $c$ failed projects. Hence, the complete likelihood function of all $N$ projects is given by

$$L(b) = \prod_{\delta_j=1} f(y_j, b) \prod_{\delta_j=0} S(y_j, b)$$

Note that $b$ will not only contain the feature coefficient vector but also includes the parameters of the chosen theoretical distribution. Now, one of the problems that arises here is the determination of $S(t, b)$ which consists of two parts: mathematical formulation and parameter estimation. To make an efficient and accurate prediction, first an appropriate theoretical distribution has to be selected to describe the characteristic of the Kickstarter dataset.

We observed an interesting phenomenon that the cumulative successful probability of Kickstarter projects closely follows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a logistic distribution. Figure 3 shows the Kaplan-Meier curves for

![Figure 3: Plot showing the Kaplan-Meier Curves for the Kickstarter dataset.](image-url)
the Kickstarter data under two different scales on X-axis: (a) the project duration in days and (b) the logarithm of the project duration. Kaplan-Meier curves [18] is a popular non-parametric method which can be used to provide a general view of the overall distributions of \( S(t) \) and \( F(t) \) for a dataset with censored instances. The blue curves correspond to the unsuccessful probability \( S(t) \) and the red curves correspond to the cumulative successful probability \( F(t) \). In both figures 3(a) and 3(b), we see that the red curves have a shape approximately close to the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a logistic function. These two figures show that the logistic and log-logistic distributions are appropriate in modeling the probability of project success in the crowdfunding domain and hence these two distributions will be incorporated into the objective function given by Eq.(2). We call the proposed model for PROjECT SUccess Prediction as ‘PROSUP’ model and use the terms ‘PROSUP-L’ and ‘PROSUP-LL’ when fitting the model with logistic and log-logistic distributions, respectively.

4.3 Model Learning

In this section, we will elaborate on the likelihood function by fitting both logistic and log-logistic distributions in Eq. (2). The Parameters for the objective function can be estimated using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) [21].

**Logistic distribution:** The censored parametric regression with logistic distribution assumes there exist a linear relationship between the observed time \( y_j \) and the feature vector \( \mathbf{X}_j \) which is modeled as follows:

\[
y_j = X_j \beta + \sigma \varepsilon_j
\]

where \( \beta = (\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_m)^T \) is the coefficient vector and \( \varepsilon_j \) follows a logistic distribution with the unsuccessful probability function \( S(\varepsilon) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-\varepsilon / \sigma)} \), and \( \sigma \) is an adjusted parameter. Thus, the cumulative successful probability of the observed time \( y_j \) follows the logistic distribution. Based on Eq.(3), the \( \sigma \) can be calculated as \( \varepsilon = y_j - X_j \beta \); thus, the unsuccessful probability function can be rephrased as:

\[
S(y, \beta, \sigma) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp\left(\frac{y - X \beta}{\sigma}\right)}
\]

and the density function will be

\[
f(y, \beta, \sigma) = \frac{dF(y)}{dy} = \frac{\frac{1}{\sigma} \exp\left(\frac{y - X \beta}{\sigma}\right)}{\left[1 + \exp\left(\frac{y - X \beta}{\sigma}\right)\right]^2}
\]

Substituting Eq.(4) and Eq.(5) in Eq.(2), we obtain the likelihood function for logistic distribution

\[
L(\beta, \sigma) = \prod_{y_j=1} \frac{\frac{1}{\sigma} \exp\left(\frac{y_j - X_j \beta}{\sigma}\right)}{\left[1 + \exp\left(\frac{y_j - X_j \beta}{\sigma}\right)\right]^2} \times \prod_{y_j=0} \frac{1}{1 + \exp\left(\frac{y_j - X_j \beta}{\sigma}\right)}
\]

and the coefficient vector \( \beta \) and model parameter \( \sigma \) can be estimated by minimizing the negative log-likelihood

\[
l(\beta, \sigma) = \sum_{y_j=1} \left\{ \frac{y_j - X_j \beta}{\sigma} - \log\sigma - 2 \log\left[1 + \exp\left(\frac{y_j - X_j \beta}{\sigma}\right)\right] \right\}
- \sum_{y_j=0} \log\left[1 + \exp\left(\frac{y_j - X_j \beta}{\sigma}\right)\right]
\]

**Log-logistic distribution:** The parametric methods for censored regression with log-logistic distributions can be viewed as a special case of accelerated failure-time (AFT) model where the logarithm of the observed time \( y_j \) is linearly related to the feature vector \( X_j \) [4]:

\[
\log y_j = X_j \beta + \sigma \varepsilon_j
\]

Similar to the logistic distribution case described above, \( \varepsilon_j \) follows a logistic distribution and can be calculated as \( \varepsilon = \frac{\log y_j - X_j \beta}{\sigma} \), using Eq.(8); thus, we have

\[
S(y, \beta, \sigma) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp\left(\frac{y - X \beta}{\sigma}\right)}
\]

\[
f(y, \beta, \sigma) = \frac{\frac{1}{\sigma} \exp\left(\frac{y - X \beta}{\sigma}\right) \varepsilon^\frac{1}{\varepsilon^2 - 1}}{\left[1 + \exp\left(\frac{y - X \beta}{\sigma}\right)\right]^2}
\]

and based on the same procedure described in the logistic distribution case, the log-likelihood function is given by

\[
l(\beta, \sigma) = \sum_{y_j=1} \left\{ \frac{-X_j \beta}{\sigma} + 1 - \frac{\sigma}{\varepsilon} \log y_j \right\}
- \log\sigma - 2 \log\left[1 + \exp\left(\frac{-X_j \beta}{\sigma}\right)y_j^\frac{1}{2}\right] \}
- \sum_{y_j=0} \log\left[1 + \exp\left(\frac{-X_j \beta}{\sigma}\right)y_j^\frac{1}{2}\right]
\]

The coefficient vector \( \beta \) and model parameter \( \sigma \) of logistic and log-logistic distributions can be estimated by minimizing the negative of Eq.(7) and Eq.(10), respectively. These minimization problems can be solved using standard Newton-Raphson method and the gradients of the negative log-likelihood with respect to \( \beta \) and \( \sigma \) can be calculated using the chain-rule, and more details of solving it are available at [21].

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We will now describe our experimental results including the evaluation metrics and implementation details of the methods used for comparison.

5.1 Experiment setup

We evaluate our proposed methodology using Kickstarter data and compare our proposed models with other popular prediction methods that are available in the literature for handling censored observations. We used the following state-of-the-art methods for our comparison.

- **Cox proportional hazards model:** The Cox model [9] is the most commonly used semi-parametric model in survival analysis. The hazard function has the form \( \lambda(t, X_i) = \lambda_0(t) \exp(X_i \beta) \), where the \( \lambda_0(t) \) is the common baseline hazard function for all individuals and \( \beta \) is the coefficient vector which can be estimated by minimizing the negative log-partial likelihood function.

- **Tobit regression:** Tobit model [28] is an extension of the linear regression \( y_j = X_j \beta + \varepsilon_j, \varepsilon_j \sim N(0, \sigma^2) \), but the parameter is estimated by the maximum likelihood method rather than least square error. It uses the parametric method framework as discussed in section 4.3 with the probability density function and the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution.
• **Buckley-James estimation**: Buckley-James regression [6] is also a AFT model which uses Kaplan-Meier estimation to approximate the survival time of the censored observations as the target value, and then builds a linear model based on both the true survival times of uncensored observations and these approximated survival times.

• **Boosting concordance index**: Boosting concordance index (BoostCI) [24] is an approach where the concordance index metric (also known as the ‘survival AUC’ which is described in the next section) is modified into an equivalent smoothed criterion using the sigmoid function and the resulting optimization problem is solved using a gradient boosting algorithm.

The experiments in this work are performed in R programming environment. The Cox model, Tobit model, and the proposed PROSUP models are implemented using the **survival** package [27]. In the survival package, the **coxph** function is employed to train the cox model and the Efron’s method [10] is used to handle the tied observations. The Buckley-James Regression is fitted using the **bujar** package [29], and the BoostCI is trained based on the supporting information of [24] and the **mboost** package [16]. All the codes will be made publicly available upon the acceptance of this paper.

### 5.2 Evaluation metrics

Survival AUC, or the concordance probability, is used to measure the performance of regression and ranking models [15, 14]. Consider a pair of projects \( (T_1, T_1) \) and \( (T_2, T_2) \), where \( T_i \) is the actual observed day of success, and \( \hat{T}_i \) is the predicted one. The concordance probability is defined as:

\[
c = Pr(\hat{T}_1 > \hat{T}_2 | T_1 \geq T_2)
\]  

A high survival AUC value indicates the high concordance between predicted and observed responses. If \( T_i \) only have two possible values, then the regression models reduce to classification and survival AUC will be the same as the AUC. The survival AUC has the same scale as AUC, where 0.5 corresponds to random guessing and 1 indicates a perfect prediction. Survival AUC of standard regression model can be directly calculated using Eq.(11). In the Cox model, the output is related to the hazard rate and the project with a larger hazard rate should succeed earlier; the survival AUC of Cox model can be calculated by:

\[
c = \frac{1}{num} \sum_{i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}} \sum_{h_i=1} I(X_i, \hat{\beta} > X_i, \beta)
\]  

where **num** denotes the number of comparable pairs and **I(·)** is the indicator function. The survival AUC for other methods, which directly target the time of success, should be calculated as:

\[
c = \frac{1}{num} \sum_{i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}} \sum_{h_i=1} I[S(\hat{y}_i | X_i) > S(\hat{y}_i | X_i)]
\]  

where **S(·)** is the predicted target value.

### 5.3 Results and Discussion

In this section we will discuss our experimental results of various censored prediction methods using different sets of features.

We performed experiments using different feature subsets: “Static” corresponds to the basic (static) statistical features obtained form the project description and the project creator; “Static+Social” corresponds to the basic (static) features along with the social network features obtained from Twitter; “Static+3days” denotes the basic (static) features along with the temporal features obtained at the beginning stages (first 3 days) of each project; “Static+Social+3days” denotes the complete set of features (union of all the previous three categories). In addition, for each feature set, we also generated two variants of training dataset: “with censored”, which includes both the successful and failed projects, and “without censored” which includes only the successful projects. Note that in the “without censored” version, the Tobit regression will become ordinary least squares (OLS) linear regression, and the other parametric censored regression models will become the corresponding uncensored regression models.

Table 2 provides the survival AUC (concordance index) values of each model on the Kickstarter data using 10-fold cross validation. For all the methods across all the feature set combinations, our results evidently show that adding the failed projects (censored observations) to the successful ones will provide significantly better prediction results compared to the corresponding data which contains only the successful projects (“without failed” version). By incorporating the failed projects, the survival AUC of all the methods was improved by 4.3% on an average. This result clearly indicates that incorporating the failed projects (censored information) will significantly help in building an accurate prediction model.

In Figure 4, we show the concordance probability matrices (C) for four different methods using only the success projects and adding failed projects to the successful ones (containing all the features). The index of each element of the matrix plot corresponds to the actual observed days of a pair of comparable projects; in other words, **C**ij is the concordance probability of all comparable project pairs whose actual observed days are represented by **i** and **j**, respectively. The term “actual observed days” used here corresponds to the number of days taken for receiving the goal amount for successful projects and the total project time period (until the goal date) for the failed projects. Note that this matrix is symmetric, and since we can not calculate the concordance probability of two projects when their actual observed days are same, we had to set the value of diagonal elements to be 0. We can observe that there exists one common phenomenon among all the plots shown in Figure 4. The concordance probability of elements close to the diagonal are lower compared to the ones far away from the diagonal.

This phenomenon reflects the fact that it is hard to predict the correct ordering when the actual success days of two projects is very close to each other. In the top row, the four sub-figures are generated without using the failed projects (“without censored” version) for all features, and the four sub-figures in the bottom row are generated using both the successful and failed projects (“with censored” version). The two sub-figures within the same column are generated using the same prediction method. The plot shows the distribution across all possible pairwise combinations and hence it will help us in visualizing and understanding the regions where the improvements are significant when using the failed projects. We can evidently see that, within same prediction method, the concordance probability is higher in the case of using the failed projects compared to the one where they
Table 2: Performance comparison of various sets of features of Kickstarter projects with or without failed projects (censored observations) using Survival AUC values (along with their standard deviation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Static without failed</th>
<th>Static with failed</th>
<th>Static+Social without failed</th>
<th>Static+Social with failed</th>
<th>Static+3days without failed</th>
<th>Static+3days with failed</th>
<th>Static+Social+3days without failed</th>
<th>Static+Social+3days with failed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0104)</td>
<td>(0.0092)</td>
<td>(0.0098)</td>
<td>(0.0089)</td>
<td>(0.0126)</td>
<td>(0.0093)</td>
<td>(0.0121)</td>
<td>(0.0087)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cox</td>
<td>0.7322</td>
<td>0.7727</td>
<td>0.7463</td>
<td>0.7942</td>
<td>0.7667</td>
<td>0.7965</td>
<td>0.7724</td>
<td>0.8098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobit</td>
<td>0.7281</td>
<td>0.7755</td>
<td>0.7381</td>
<td>0.7607</td>
<td>0.7833</td>
<td>0.8226</td>
<td>0.7841</td>
<td>0.8309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BJ</td>
<td>0.7097</td>
<td>0.7513</td>
<td>0.7235</td>
<td>0.7587</td>
<td>0.8016</td>
<td>0.8157</td>
<td>0.8016</td>
<td>0.8201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoostCI</td>
<td>0.5919</td>
<td>0.6649</td>
<td>0.6128</td>
<td>0.6796</td>
<td>0.8135</td>
<td>0.8668</td>
<td>0.8141</td>
<td>0.8671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROSUP_L</td>
<td><strong>0.7354</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.7815</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.7457</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8009</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8332</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8659</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8331</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8695</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROSUP_LL</td>
<td><strong>0.7277</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.7826</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.7411</strong></td>
<td>(0.0096)</td>
<td>(0.0081)</td>
<td>(0.0057)</td>
<td>(0.0060)</td>
<td>(0.0057)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Concordance probability matrices for four different methods (Cox, Tobit, PROSUP_L, and PROSUP_LL) using “with success projects only” (top row) and “with both success and failed projects” (bottom row). These results are based on all the features that are being studied.

Figure 5: Concordance probability matrices obtained by the PROSUP_L method using different feature subsets.
are not being used.
From Table 2, we also observe that, compared to the features extracted from social network, the temporal (dynamic) features are more useful in prediction. Significant improvements on prediction can be made if we can obtain the information from the first 3 days of the project progress. This is a very useful characteristic in practice since it can guide the backers in deciding whether to invest in a particular project or not. Potentially this information can also be used in recommending projects to the backers. In Figure 5, we demonstrate the performance of the PROSUP method with different subset of features (using both failed and successful projects). We can clearly see that the model performance cannot be dramatically improved if we only combine the social network features with the static ones. However, adding the temporal features that are obtained at the beginning stages (first 3 days) of the project progress can dramatically help in improving the prediction performance. Overall, we can conclude that all the features obtained are useful for training the models, and the more features we collect the better the performance will become. From both Figures 4 and 5, we can also observe that all the methods show good prediction results when the actual observed days is large (greater than 20-30 days).

One of the main objectives of this paper is to demonstrate that, in the crowdfunding domain, when the goal is to predict project success, using only the successful projects will provide inferior prediction results compared to the case where failed projects are also being added. In other words, more value is added to the prediction when partial (censored) information from the failed projects is added to the successful projects (where the complete information on success is available). The partial information here refers to the fact that, in the failed projects, the information which is available is that the project did not receive success until the goal date and the information which is missing is that one does not know when the project will become successful.

While the above observations unanimously conclude that adding the failed projects is extremely useful in practice, we performed even more thorough analysis on the effects of adding such failed projects. The failed projects are censored (incomplete) observations; the data distribution of such censored observations have some correlations with the data distribution of the successful projects. The prediction result can be improved when we incorporate only a portion of the failed projects. In Figure 6, we present the prediction performance of different methods by varying the percentage of failed projects included in the model. It should be noted that the x-axis corresponds to the percentage of failed projects that are incorporated within the successful projects while building the prediction models. Hence, 0% corresponds to the case where only the successful projects were used and 100% corresponds to using all the projects (both successful and failed together). The results reported here are the average (of 10 different runs) improvements made by adding a random set of certain percentage of failed projects. From these four sub-figures we can see that the survival AUC can be improved dramatically even if only a relatively smaller portion (around 20%-30%) of the failed projects are incorporated, but the curve becomes close to flat one when the failed projects added exceeds a certain limit.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a novel formulation for the problem of predicting project success in a crowdfunding environment using a censored regression approach. While the day of success is considered to be the time to reach an event, the failed projects are considered to be censored since the day of success is not known. We performed rigorous analysis of the Kickstarter crowdfunding domain to reveal unique insights about factors that impact the success of projects. Our experimental results show that incorporation of failed projects (censored information) can significantly help in building a robust prediction model and such censored models can perform better than standard prediction models that are available in the literature. Additionally, we also created several Twitter-based features to study the impact of social network on the crowdfunding domain. Our study shows that these social network-based features can help in improving the prediction performance. Most importantly, we found that the temporal features obtained at the beginning stage (first 3 days) of each project will significantly improve the prediction performance. In the future, we plan to implement a system which is able to rank the Kickstarter projects dynamically and help the project backers make a better decision on their investments in a real-time environment.
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Figure 6: Survival AUC curves for different methods obtained by varying the percentage of failed projects included along with the successful ones.